For Sale:
Lena Del Ceilo (Lena) is a 13.3hh 2014 registered Quarter Horse mare. Started western, has been
ridden English for almost two years now. She's soft in the bridle, knows leg yields, shoulder in,
haunches in/out, half passes, has flying changes, and jumps around 2'6"-2’9” comfortably but has
done 3’3”. Light off the leg with her own motor though can be lazy and can be ridden with a whip
and/or spurs without issue. Fun to jump though needs an occasional reminder to take it easy, goes
out on trails alone or in company, does lessons, and has been my beginner babysitter. Has
schooled cross country doing up/down banks, coops, logs, tires, water and was a blast. Clips, ties,
ground ties, has front shoes, bathes, self-loads, travels well, easy keeper. Currently living outside,
but is happy in a stall half the time as well. Up to date on feet, teeth, wormer, coggins, and rabies.
I love her to pieces but I need to get back down to one. She got a splinter in her leg at the end of
the summer which has since healed and been checked multiple times by a vet. She does flex
positive on that leg due to the scar tissue being right in front of the hock where the tissue
crunches though we don’t see a reason for this to be limiting in her future.
Due to changing farms twice and only having an outdoor with hard footing now I have not been
able to get her completely fit again, she has been working consistently for about a month now and
I have been keeping her on the quiet side as opposed to the little sports car she was tuned up to
be before. She’s a total puppy dog and loves attention, adores kids. Very consistent work ethic and
a fun, forgiving ride.
Recent video since having shoes will be attached as well as an old video from when she was fit, you should be able to locate her other videos from there.
recent, what she’s up to now: https://youtu.be/-H6QJkjERXw
old jump video: https://youtu.be/8SicCX9Cz4Y

Asking $4,000 but will take offers to get her gone before I need to move. I am a very honest seller so any questions, comments, concerns feel free to ask. Located in Oldwick, NJ.
Email me at allison.semanchik@gmail.com or call/text (908)528-3007. If you call, please leave a message or text me as well! All these telemarketers calling now I stopped picking up
numbers I don’t know.

